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1. Introduction

The digital era of music consumption has created either challenges or unique opportunities for the music business. On the one hand, the surge of digital consumption of music has disrupted the music business, crashed the physical industry and changed the game. However, music consumption through digital service providers (DSPs) has created a wider access to millions of all kinds of musical works as well as musical works incorporated in other products, such as music in audio-visual products. Within this context, the digital era is considered a unique challenge for the traditional rights management system shaped by collective management organizations (CMOs), not only because this system was built to deal with the traditional way to consume music, but also regarding the transparency and representation issues brought by the digital era.

The emergence of CMOs in the music industry has closely been connected to new forms of exploitation and distribution technologies. Until the digital era, they have been able to provide a helping hand to right holders in monitoring use of their works and distributing remuneration as well as to users of copyright protected works who can, in many cases, apply and receive a blanket license for number of works without having to clear rights with every single right holder. The most important example where the blanket license system works is in the broadcasting world; in general terms, TVs and Radio companies around the world – the former over the latter nowadays – has been the main revenue source to the music industry in many countries. The advent of disruptive digital technologies, however, brought the possibility of rapid dissemination of copyright protected works via the Internet in virtually infinite numbers, creating a key and critique moment with regard to the role of CMOs in this scenario.

Taking all these factors into consideration, this article aims to address questions regarding the role of CMOs in the digital era. Questions such as “to what extent the role of the CMOs were disrupted because of the digital era?” and “are CMOs innovative enough to deal with the digital era in the same way as DSPs?” inspired us to write this piece in which we aim to map the current landscape rather than find all answers.
2. The Digital Era and Disruptive Innovations

Entertainment industries, in particular music industry, were hesitant to embrace the disruptive technologies by adapting their business models to new technological reality. Moreover, the legal framework, the institutional ambient, the governance structure and the control mechanisms have not been adapted to the changed environment and changed needs of right holders and users. As a consequence, DSPs were particularly affected by insufficient legislative action and this resulted in increased popularity of illicit business models which caused huge revenue losses not only to right holders, but to the music industry as a whole. Fortunately, despite of these insufficient conditions in the legal environment, over the past years tables turned and DSPs have generated half of the total global music revenue. While disruptive digital technologies have not made the music industry less complex, they have brought enormous benefits for consumers in terms of access as well as for right owners in terms of direct, rapid and transparent accounting. In the light of music industry’s move from physical sales towards business models providing constant access to vast amount of works, some have predicted the end of collecting societies.

However, this prediction turned out to be wrong and collecting societies are still an integral part of the music industry. Nonetheless, because of the changes brought by disruptive technologies, CMOs should react accordingly to meet the new needs of right holders as well as DSPs, particularly with regard to data processing and digital revenue distribution. In the course of the past years, revenue from both physical sales and digital downloads has declined rapidly. While (legal) downloading was considered in the time of its emergence as a breakthrough, because it for the first time provided music in a non-physical form, in reality it only mirrored the business model of physical sales. Although bearing some significant differences, such as the ability to transfer a digital file to several devices and possibility to purchase single songs, it followed the same model of ownership as physical sales model.

However, it has not been able to effectively tackle the question of online piracy, since illicit online download-to-own models were able to offer users essentially the same services. It comes rather without a surprise that downloading revenue has recently been declining (at an
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even faster pace than physical sales revenue) and downloading services are poised to completely disappear in the future\(^6\). Unlike download-to-own services, online music streaming services bring significant challenges to the music industry and especially to CMOs. Streaming services employ a business model which is not ownership-based, but rather access-based which explains the popularity of streaming services and the constant growth of streaming revenue.

Consumer behaviour has undoubtedly changed. For instance, some consumers prefer to have constant access to large repertoire without the need to own/ download particular tracks and they can stream more music than they would if they had to pay for each individual track. It must be emphasized that DSPs have on several occasions been praised for contributing to the decline of online piracy\(^7\); however, on the other hand, DSPs face accusations (particularly from artists) for their failure to pay royalties\(^8\). As a consequence, some artists\(^9\) have boycotted DSPs because they have been worried about their income\(^10\).

Nonetheless, not only DSPs are to blame. In order to meet demands of their customers in providing constant access to large repertoire (including newest music) in multiple territories, DSPs require cooperation with CMOs in a speedy manner. CMOs’ operations have been highly criticized because of their opacity and their inability to respond to the needs of the online environment\(^11\). For example, in the US\(^12\) as well as in Europe\(^13\), digital music streaming services need around 2 years to obtain licences necessary for their operation, a period that might be too long for DSPs to succeed in highly competitive and dynamic digital music market and to attract customers.

Moreover, DSPs face extremely high transaction costs in order to gain license for a large catalogue of works\(^14\). These factors deter further development of the digital music industry and
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may prevent new players, especially (innovative) start-ups from entering the market. Consequently, DSPs often choose expediency over legal compliance by offering music to their customers without clearing all rights involved. Such a practice leads not only to an increased risk of litigation for DSPs but also to underpayment of right holders’ royalties. CMOs can provide a way from this undesirable situation by offering innovative approach to DSPs, for instance by embracing new technologies for usage monitoring and royalty distribution as well as providing all necessary services and data for DSPs to enable swift online rights clearance.

3. Challenges and Opportunities for Collective Management Organizations

3.1 Lack of Legal Definition of Streaming and its Impact on DSPs and CMOs

It is widely understood that the current legal framework creates uncertainties for the DSPs. New forms of exploitation of copyright protected works in the digital world lacked legislative definition. Rights of reproduction, distribution and communication to the public could satisfy the needs of physical market; however, the same is not true with regard to digital exploitation, since it is not clear whether all or only some or those rights are involved in case of downloading or streaming. The lack of legislative underpinning was first realized on international level by the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), reflecting the efforts to build rules to deal with the online world in two treaties, referred to as “WIPO Internet Treaties”.

Although the fact that nowadays this issue is almost solved in most countries, one important issue with regard to the use of works and phonograms on the Internet – either by download or streaming – was due to the implementation of the “making available right” created by the WIPO Internet Treaties. During the negotiation of these treaties, there were concerns that authors and artists would not be sufficiently remunerated in light of the advent of digital interactive, on-demand transmissions. In one of the most relevant studies about the making available right entitled “The making available right in the United States”, the US Copyright Office explains the background and how the umbrella solution was created:
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“(…) the member states debated two competing bundles of exclusive rights through which to provide this protection – either the right of reproduction plus a broad right of distribution, or reproduction plus the Berne Convention’s right of communication to the public. The United States argued that the distribution right properly encompassed digital transmissions, but several other countries preferred to cover such transmissions through a communication-to-the-public right. The European Community was a strong proponent of the latter view and proposed draft treaty language that housed an author’s right to make works available by wire or wireless means within the right of communication to the public.” 18

It became clear, during the negotiations of the treaties, that neither the United States’ nor the European Community’s choices would be adopted by all member states. Consequently, a compromise in form of the so-called “umbrella solution” was adopted and incorporated into the WCT and WPPT. The “umbrella solution”19 is a rule created in order to fulfil Berne Convention’s gaps about which rights are involved in online content consumption such as download and streaming, and in what proportion they would be implemented. Since then, the member states have started to create proportions for each right – distribution, reproduction and communication to the public rights – within their territories. For this reason, each member state has a different percentage for each type of rights regarding either streaming or download. As stated, the “umbrella solution” provided “treaty members with flexibility in how they implement the exclusive right to authorize on-demand and interactive digital transmissions into national law.”20

Therefore, existing copyright divisibility means that DSPs have to seek licenses for multiple exclusive rights when performing a single act of online dissemination, such as streaming. Because the Internet and digital technologies have increasingly transformed the clear distinction between different uses and accompanying rights, issues concerning overlapping rights are increasingly common21. Some argue that copyright divisibility not only creates enormous transaction costs but also increases the risk of court litigation for DSPs since the same act may infringe different exclusive rights simultaneously22.
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Although some legislative acts have reacted to digital dissemination by classifying the right of “making available to the public” as a type of more general right of communication to the public\(^\text{23}\), digital technologies have made copyright fragmentation more common and legally confusing\(^\text{24}\). The single act of streaming has not been legally defined and has been considered a “bundle of rights” including two or three types of exclusive economic rights\(^\text{25}\): right of distribution, right of reproduction, and right of communication to the public. All these rights together are, in most countries, understood as the bundle of rights created by the WIPO Internet Treaties and named as the “making available right”. DSPs thus have to obtain license for each right separately and on some occasions question whether certain rights are included in services they offer, especially with regard to streaming\(^\text{26}\). Although the “umbrella solution” was created by the WIPO Internet Treaties, discrepancies still exist not only with regard to which rights are included in the act of streaming, but also with regard to how splits between mechanical and performing rights are regulated for the act of streaming. The consequence of the “umbrella solution”, as stated, is that these splits are regulated in different countries differently. For this reason, authors and publishers receive different amount of remuneration for the same stream in different countries.

Furthermore, different rights are usually owned by different rights holders and DSPs are thus required to obtain multiple authorizations. These rights are usually managed by different CMOs which are normally organized to manage only one specific right which means a necessity for DSPs to negotiate with multiple CMOs in order to clear licenses for the same act of streaming. Even without a further need for legislative amendments, a helping hand to address DSPs licensing needs might be offered from downstream perspective by CMOs. Despite the existence of closer collaboration between CMOs in form of hubs, CMOs are still unable or unwilling to address the demands of DSPs. DSPs still lack information concerning inter alia the scope of licenses, territorial coverage of licenses, withdrawn rights, license tariffs, scope of
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repertoire and lack licensing forms’ translations. If CMOs fail to collaborate closer and publish more information for the benefit of DSPs, DSPs will not only face high transaction costs but also insecurity as to whether their acquired licenses cover all necessary rights. We are convinced that CMOs do have capacities to provide tools for DSPs to navigate the licensing market easier.

3.2 Response of CMOs to DSPs’ Licensing Problems

Although CMOs have been accused of a failure to react promptly to the emergence of DSPs, a claim that CMOs have not been willing to accommodate to the needs of DSPs would be misplaced. CMOs have engaged in closer cooperation in order to address licensing problems faced by DSPs in an increasingly international and borderless music market. This cooperation resulted in the formation of major CMO joint ventures or licensing hubs on the European level, acting as one-stop-shop for online licensing of musical works. These joint ventures, consisting either only of national CMOs (such as International Copyright Enterprise (ICE) and Armonia Online) or in a form of national CMOs cooperating with major record labels (such as SOLAR and PEDL), aim to facilitate the pan-European licensing by offering a single point of entry for the use of repertoires that they represent. These joint ventures help DSPs cope with the issue of fragmentation since they aggregate the repertoires and provide a single license for multiple territories, thereby reducing DSPs’ transaction costs. New centralized licensing services created by CMOs bring considerable advantages not only to DSPs but also to right holders, such as artists and songwriters by bringing more revenue stream, improving online matching and processing services, information accuracy and transparency as well as unification of rates and tariffs for DSPs.

In spite of the fact that it seems indisputable that licensing joint ventures will make it easier for online music platforms to obtain licenses, they need to offer cross-border music services to consumers, drawbacks connected to their functioning do exist. The European Commission has for many years tried to break down the monopoly of national CMOs and closely scrutinized reciprocal representation agreements among European CMOs as being anti-competitive.

However, neither licensing hubs are able to bring solutions immune to competition concerns. In the case of ICE, the European Commission was concerned that the creation of joint venture would prevent some of the existing cooperation initiatives from succeeding and by bundling different types of copyright administration services make it difficult for its own customers to take their data to a competitor\(^{30}\). Although ICE subsequently received clearance from the European Commission, major joint ventures’ market power is constantly growing, especially in the light of ever more CMOs (and even hubs) joining the incumbent hubs. Some critical views suggest that even if national monopolies are effectively dismantled, the current system is prone to creation of new oligopolies\(^{31}\) arising out of the creation of “specialized CMOs”, since they only provide licenses for online dissemination of musical works.

3.3 Innovative Services Embraced by CMOs

With the growing popularity of streaming services, usage monitoring, data processing and tracking as well as subsequent royalty distribution have become more challenging than ever. CMOs have to deal with large amount of data in a speedy manner and they have to reach for new technologies that were not necessary with regard to analogue distribution. Examples of these new technologies employed by CMOs include blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies to manage and track online payments through value chain directly from fans to music creators\(^{32}\).

While originally developed for tracking secure financial transactions, blockchain offers exciting possibilities for media and monetization of rights, including streaming revenues. Blockchain technology can not only connect rights owners directly to consumers but also monitor the flow of money from rights owners to the end artists and helps track digital rights\(^{33}\). Also, blockchain based technologies can tackle a long-standing issue with music industry metadata, transparency and accuracy of data-problems that have become more serious since


online music distribution has become increasingly decentralized with the rise in digital channels. Some CMOs believe that blockchain will create new opportunities for digital service providers, increase accuracy of royalty payments and release value for right holders. These CMOs have committed to cooperation in exploring the potential of blockchain technology in order to make their services more suitable for digital exploitation.\(^{34}\)

However, arguments against the use of blockchain in music industry have also been submitted, particularly on the grounds that blockchain is not capable of handling such large amounts of data and is very costly. Moreover, it might benefit only some players in the music industry, not including DSPs.\(^ {35}\) While blockchain can bring promising developments especially in data processing and royalty payments, thereby benefiting small right holders, it requires participation of all relevant market players (e.g. PROs, record labels etc).

Apart of exploring the possibilities of blockchain technologies, CMOs are using other ways to get to grips with digital disruption. These initiatives include investing in music start-ups, research partnerships, setting up innovation labs with companies and universities, opening up their data, and using artificial intelligence in processing data more efficiently\(^ {36}\). Some CMOs establish R&D platforms that focus on identifying key areas for adopting new technologies and developing processes, enabling a radical renewal of the current CMO model, increasing the speed of delivering music performance royalties to authors and publishers, and setting new industry standards for the service level of CMOs\(^ {37}\).

Taking into consideration that CMOs face a lot of competition and realize the need to be more efficient and innovative, the aforementioned initiatives testify that CMOs are actively searching for new, innovative ways to meet the needs of DSPs in navigating the shifting landscapes of pan-European hubs. If they are able to offer innovative solutions to DSPs’ licensing problems, they will continue to play an indispensable role in the future of music licensing.
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4. **Withdrawn Mandates in the EU: Role of CMOs and Impact on DSPs**

Following the European Commission Recommendation on Cross-Border Management of Copyright and Related Rights for Legitimate Online Music Services\(^{38}\), some rights holders with large repertoire decided to withdraw their online rights from the system of reciprocal representation agreements and appoint only one of the European performing rights societies for the management of their online rights. This means that no other entity, apart from the one appointed, is allowed to issue online licenses for the repertoire of a particular rights holder for the whole EU. This approach was also reflected in the later Directive\(^{39}\) currently in force. Although the European Commission and the European legislator wanted to address one of the most pressing issues of DSPs – fragmentation of rights – they did not quite succeed.

As a consequence, European licensing market for online music works has shifted from territorial fragmentation to repertoire-based fragmentation. Several entities were established in order to provide pan-European licenses for DSPs while each of the entities offers repertoires of one of the major record labels (e.g. SOLAR for Sony/ATV Music Publishing, PEDL for Warner/Chappell) and the existence of these licensing hubs poses several questions. It remains unclear, in the light of the Collective Management Directive\(^{40}\), whether licensing hubs have to fulfil the same obligations as CMOs, especially with regard to publication of information and transparency.

Moreover, it is an important question why these hubs do not have separate homepages with licensing facilities that can be contacted directly. Hubs have been criticised for failing to publish costs of pan-European licenses and range of their coverage and for contribution to information asymmetry by increasing the number or relevant players on the licensing market\(^{41}\). With an increase in number of players involved in online music licensing and deficiency in relevant information, DSPs fail to navigate the licensing system efficiently what leads not only to long and costly negotiations but also to higher risk of infringement. DSPs were arguably in a better position before the Recommendation was published. It remains to be seen how will licensing hubs be able to meet the future needs of DSPs and whether a legislative intervention concerning their functioning is necessary.
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5. Conclusion

It is uncontroversial, therefore, that CMOs have traditionally served to the benefit of both rights holders and users of copyright protected works. Their history has so far been a success story mainly because they have, over the decades, been able to facilitate reduction of transaction costs. Although their role has been throughout the years indispensable for the music industry, the emergence of digitals service providers, the fast-growing streaming business, the users’ licensing needs (which are not confined to national territories anymore) and the licensing process requiring authorizations for bundles of rights, pose huge challenges on the functioning of CMOs.

In this way, it is possible to say that the adaptation to digital world from CMOs could be faster, especially if one compares how adaptive DSPs have been to innovations. Moreover, CMOs have been struggling to receive their rights in some regions, especially within the underdeveloped countries. In Brazil, for instance, ECAD and its CMOs have had a long fight in court against OI FM42 and YouTube43 to receive the communication to the public rights.

Nevertheless, we believe that CMOs do need to increase cooperation to respond to licensing needs of DSPs and they do have necessary means to do so. In order to create a suitable environment for this cooperation, law makers must clarify the “rules of the game”- in the institutionalist approach of the expression – that will apply in the digital transactions. Digital technologies and problems connected therewith (especially overlapping rights and fragmentation) may incentivize CMOs to form a close-knit community. Closer cooperation will not only benefit users (particularly DSPs) but help CMOs stay relevant in a dynamic licensing market for digital distribution of copyright protected works.
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Research Question
1. Can the EU legislator solve or reduce problems of fragmentation of rights, right holders and repertoires faced by on-demand online music streaming services by further structural regulation of licensing entities or by finding alternative solutions to EU-wide licensing of online rights in musical works? Can this measure lead to easier entry into the EU digital music market for on-demand online music streaming services?
2. Where can examples of facilitating rights clearance for on-demand online music streaming services be found (offline broadcasting rights clearance system in the EU, cross-border licensing solutions for neighbouring rights or the US systems of mechanical rights licensing)?
3. If safe harbour rules are reformed in the EU, how should the relationship between licensing entities and Internet platform be defined with regard to music streaming? What kind of licenses will Internet platforms need and should they be treated differently from on-demand music streaming services?

Methodology
The following methodology is employed in order to answer the research questions:
• Doctrinal research
• Comparative analysis (regulation of CMOs in the US and EU, role of competition law regulation in other areas of IP)
• Empirical research methods: interviews with open questions for CMOs’ legal departments and CISAC - CMO umbrella organisation; interviews with on-demand music streaming services and Internet platforms (user generated content platforms)
• Law & economics (market delineation, transaction costs - quantitative methods for measuring transaction costs, copyright <-> competition relationship)

Societal impact
This project aims to answer a question as to how can fragmentation of rights, right holders and repertoires be reduced in order to provide a fertile soil for diverse, innovative and profitable music streaming services providing wider choice of music services to European consumers. This is done by way of legislative and policy suggestions amending the current licensing system and CMO regulation connected therewith.